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Abstract. The maximum likelihood estimators of location and scale parame-

ters have the following undesirable properties: (i) they are not always consistent,

and (ii) the asymptotic correlation of the MLE's of the "unrelated" location and

scale parameters can be arbitrarily close to one.

In this paper methods to overcome these undesirable properties have been

studied.

1. Consistency of location-scale truncated MLE's

It is well known that the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE's) of the

location and scale parameters may not exist. An example by Pitman [7, Chapter

8] is the following. If h(x) - c(xlog2x)_1 (c is a suitable constant) then

the MLE's for the location and scale parameters for the probability density

function a~lh((x - p)/o) do not exist. On the other hand if h is bounded,

upper semicontinuous and \x\l+ah(x) is bounded for some a > 0 then the

MLE of (p, a) is (strongly) consistent. Using some sophisticated results from

category theory we could also construct a bounded, noncontinuous probability

density function h such that the MLE of the location parameter p of h(x-p)
exists but it is not consistent. (In this paper we do not want to discuss the

details of the construction of h, we only mention that it can be a mixture of

a normal density and a uniform density on a tricky unbounded set.) It is clear

that without some continuity conditions we cannot even guarantee the mere

existence of MLE. On the other hand we shall see that a simple modification of

MLE is always consistent for all continuous strictly positive densities.

Replace by C ( > 0) every sample element bigger than C and by -C every

sample element smaller than -C . Denote by h* <a the density function of this

truncated sample (with respect to the corresponding measure o).
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Theorem 1. If h is continuous (or at least upper semicontinuous) and strictly

positive everywhere, (p, a) e O: - [a, b]x[c, d] where b > a, d > c > 0 are

arbitrary (finite) real numbers then the MLE based on /z* a is always (strongly)

consistent. (If c = 0 were not excluded then the MLE might even not exist as

the above mentioned example by Pitman shows.)

Proof. We are going to prove somewhat more than strong consistency. Let

(po, oq) e 0 be the true parameter. If Gi c 8 is any closed set and (po, an) $
8i then

J    \       nn0 , <70 /

is a continuous function of (p, a) and (by Jensen's inequality) its maximum on

6i is less than 0. By the strong law of large numbers and the above mentioned

continuity in (p, a) we have

lim    sup    - y^ log , *''" . ' . < 0

with probability one (xi, x2, ... , x„ denote the sample elements); thus,

n n

SUP     HK,o(Xi)<Ilhto,ao(Xi)

if n is large enough (with probability one). Thus the truncated MLE is strongly

consistent. (In fact, we proved somewhat more than required, since strong

consistency already follows if ©i is any one-point set.)

2.  ON THE DEPENDENCE OF LOCATION

AND SCALE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS

Denote by 0 the range of MLE's (p., a) of (p, a). It is clear that no

matter what the density function h is, the set 0 is always the direct product

of the range of p and the range of a (observe that a shift of the sample shifts

p.). Thus no information on either parameter can influence the range of the

other one. In spite of this "unrelatedness" of p and a we shall see that their

stochastic dependence can be very strong.

Under certain regularity conditions (the support of h is the whole real line,

h is three times continuously differentiable, f*™(h'(x)2x'/h(x)) dx is finite for

i = 0, 1,2, etc. (see [5, Theorem 6.4.1]) we have

y/n(6„ - 6) -» N(0, I)   as n -* oo

where X-1 = 1(0) is the Fisher information matrix:

I(e) = -2\IT°  Th i   ,
a2 [Ii   I2 - 1J

/, = f*™(h'(x)x'/h(x)) dx , i = 0, 1,2. This implies that if h is symmetric
around 0 then L = 0. Thus p, a are asymptotically uncorrected (and asymp-

totically jointly normal and, hence, asymptotically independent). In general we

have that the squared correlation

corr2(p,d)~        '
J0W2 - 1)
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and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality shows that

'H/(1"-^)H!

with equality iff h'(x)(x - c) = h(x) where c is some constant. Thus the

absolute value of this correlation is 1 iff h is linear (on the whole real line),

and this is clearly impossible. In the next section we are going to show that

corr(/i, a) can be arbitrarily close to one.

3. High asymptotic correlation of location and scale MLE's

Theorem 2. For every e > 0 and sufficiently large n there exists a location-scale

(p, a)-family of distributions such that for the MLE's p„ , a„ we have

\corr(pn, a„)\ > 1 -e.

Proof. Take any smooth density function h which satisfies the above mentioned

regularity conditions of Lehmann Theorem 6.4.1 and h'(0) > 0. Insert a linear

segment into this density in the following way:

' ceh(x) for x > 0,

he(x) = < ce(ax + b) for - (1 - e)b/a < x < 0,

k cEeh(\(x + (\- e)b/a))   for x < -(1 - e)b/a

where a = h'(0), b = h(0), and ce > 0 is a suitable constant that makes he a

density function. We can see that

\b2     f°° r1
ce —>   -—h /    h(x) dx      = Co   as e —> 0

J-a    Jo

and

' ceh'(x) forx>0,

h'e(x) = < cea for - (1 - e)b/a < x < 0,

k ceh'(l-(x + (\-e)b/a))   forx<-(l -e)b/a.

Now

_ p |<rf, ix.(r*c + r~*b") irr-' * ■
i-oo    A«(X) ^0 J-(\-e)b/a     J-oo j   Ae(x)

Here the second integral —► oo as e —► 0, while the first and third integrals are

bounded (thus negligible). To see this observe that

c'[hMx'dx'om-

Now introduce y = \(x + (1 - e)b/a) and

/•°   / (l-flJ&Y'A'fj)   ,       nn,
c°L[ey—a—)mdy=0{l)-
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Further let z = ax + b ; then

f° a2*'   a fb(z-b\'adz (   b\\     1     „,,
ce / -rdx = cE -    -=c£a   —    log-+ 0(1).

J-{i-e)b/a^ + b EJeb\   a   J    z \   a J     Be

Thus, /, ~ coa(-b/a)' log 1/e , and as e —► 0,

I2
corr^pn , on) ~        '       ~ 1.

l0(i2 - l)

Finally, it may be noted that the regularity conditions guarantee (see, e.g., [1,

Chapter 2, Theorem 25.1]) the existence of arbitrarily many moments of pn

and a„ and thus the existence of Corr(/i„ , an).

Remark 1. High correlation indicates that the ratio of the eigenvalues of the

covariance matrix of (p., a) can be large. In fact, we can prove that this ratio

tends to oo as e —► 0. This is clearly an undesirable property (it shows a kind

of inaccuracy of the estimators). A linear reparametrization can always make

the MLE's pn and a„ uncorrelated. If L„ is the covariance matrix of (p„ , an)

then X„ = er2Z„ does not depend on (p, a). Thus if

y-l        (c0n     Cin \

"      "  \Cln     C2nJ   '

then an easy computation shows that the linear transforms p* = p + acin/con ,

a* — a have uncorrelated MLE's. (Observe that ci„/co„ -+ Ii/Io as n -» oo.)

This kind of orthogonal reparametrization is not always easy, sometimes not

even possible (see, e.g., [3, 4, 6, 2]).

Remark 2. In the regular case (when the MLE's are asymptotically jointly nor-
mal) uncorrelatedness implies asymptotic independence. A typical nonregular

example is the uniform distribution on some interval (a, b). Here the MLE's of

location, p — (a + b)/2, and scale a = b-a parameters are p. = (d + b)/2 and

a = b - a respectively, where a = min Xi and b = max Xj. One can easily

show that cott(p, a) = 0, but p., a are not independent, not even asymp-

totically. To see this observe that n(d - a) and n(b - b) are asymptotically

independent and exponentially distributed. Thus their sum and their difference

(hence p. and a) cannot be independent by a theorem of Bernstein (see, e.g.,

[8]), which claims that for independent random variables X and Y the sum

X + Y and the difference X - Y are independent iff X and Y are normally

distributed.
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